LIFE OF VIJAYKRISHNA
filled the sky and land with a sweet aroma ; but soon they
took up a militant attitude, regarding his Yoga Sadhana as
subversive of the solidarity of the church of modern
theism, although there was absolutely nothing in it which
could come in conflict with the higher theistic principles.
Keshav had also a similar fate. His Enthusiasm
(Baptism of Fire), his Faith (The wonderful Arithmetic),
his Inspiration (The Voice of God), his Belief in the Three-
fold Sentiment (Child, Madman, and Inebriate), which had
already established his kinship with Vijaykrishna, now
developed into the New Dispensation after the secession of
the Sadharan Samaj.  Although Vrjaykrishna never
joined the New Dispensation Church, yet there was no
change of the love between him and Keshav. And we
know that, while on his death-bed, Keshav was visited by
his great friend. The silken tie of their old friendship
even now bound the two hearts. Keshav said to
Vijaykrishna, {{! hear you have taken to a new track. I
also have found one. After traversing long through many
windings, I have at length found my way. If I come
round, I shall call in you and tell you all about it." But
death lay in wait for him, and in the words of Rev. P. C.
Mozoomdar, his great biographer, the rose was "hidden
away by the hand of the Great Reaper in the folds of the
Eternal."
Like Vrjaykrishna, Keshav also said that, if spiritual
eclecticism had been the philosophy and faith of the
Brahmo Samaj from 1850 onwards, there was absolutely
no reason why a new truth realized in the inward heart
of inspiration, should not be taken for a portion of cosmic
Truth which is self-revealing but by degrees, there being
no electric lift in spiritual progress. Both had worked for
"joy in widest commonalty spread." If the Brahmo
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